
Welcome to February’s edition of  the 
Predictable Profits Insiders’ Club.

A couple weeks ago, I spent the 
weekend with 70 of  the most brilliant 
entrepreneurs on the planet – and while 
every single of  these entrepreneurs was 
generating over a million dollars in sales 
(it was a prerequisite to be a member), 
one thing was clear…

Money wasn’t their primary motivation.

In fact, the most successful 
entrepreneurs rarely admit money is 
their sole driving factor.

Sir Richard Branson said: “Never go into 
business purely to make money. If  that’s the 
motive, you’re better off doing nothing.” 

The motive is different for everyone – 
but it’s always for a reason bigger than 
themselves. Perhaps it’s to contribute to 
a philanthropy, or create an innovative 
technology that’s going to enhance the 
lives of  others, or to change the world 
in some way (personally, I’m inspired by 
anonymous random acts of  kindness - 
like buying meals, gifts, and eventually, 
paying off mortgages and buying cars 
for qualified families in need).

Successful entrepreneurs (perhaps like 
you) are motivated by vision… By 
heart… By making an impact… And 
by driving value.

Tony Robbins told me: you can make 
anything happen when you have a big 
enough “why.” Successful entrepreneurs 
have a big (and inspirational) “why” 
driving their success.  

Perhaps you’ve experienced people 
looking at you on the surface, and all 
they see is the riches and “freedom” 
you’ve amassed… They might call you 
“lucky” or “fortunate.”

Beneath the surface, they’re missing 
the pig-headed persistence. They’re 
overlooking the challenges each 
entrepreneur struggled to overcome to 
get to where they’re at now. Successful 
entrepreneurs never let the economy, 
naysayers, or odds get them down.
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THANK YOU FOR 
SPREADING THE WORD!

“I’m grateful for our Insiders’ 
community and humbled by those 
of you who’ve taken the time to refer 
your friends, family and colleagues to 
the club. A warm and sincere thank 
you to each one of you!”
    

http://www.predictableprofits.com


Heck, the Super Bowl is the perfect metaphor for 
what we’re talking about…

The Patriots led the score for exactly ZERO seconds, 
and yet, walked away as the winners.

Anything is possible when you believe it is… 

With gratitude, 

P.S. We just started testing several new and 
exciting strategies showing an incredible amount of  
promise… 

Strategies I’ll reveal shortly (in another issue) - as I 
perfect them and make them ready for “prime time.”

One such strategy is related to SMS text messaging. 
If  you’d like a sneak peak, text the word TIPS to 
603-797-9244 and watch what happens next…

More to come (as well as some really cool updates to 
the newsletter) next month.
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X

From as early as I can 
remember, people have said: 
“Everything happens in threes.”

If  there’s a death, engagement, 
pregnancy, or you name it – 
there’s a tendency to believe 
the event will happen to three 
people you know.

According to Wikipedia, the rule 
of  three is a writing principle 
suggesting that things that come 
in threes are inherently funnier, 
more satisfying, or more effective 
than other numbers of  things. 

And studies have shown:

People are more likely to consume 
information if  it is written in groups of  three.

Hence why we also see the Three Stooges, Three 
Blind Mice, Three Bears, Three Musketeers, Three 
Amigos, and so forth…

Businesses such as McDonalds also noticed a profit 
increase when you give consumers three choices.

The choice between small and large is hard for a 
consumer to make, but by adding a third choice, 
the medium option, the buying decision is suddenly 
much easier.

Many other businesses receive boosts in profit by 
adding a “good,” “better,” and “best” option instead 
of  one choice.

But today, the point of  my conversation is to talk 
about our Rule of  Three Technique™ as it relates to 
your marketing.

Most entrepreneurs (and 
I’ve been guilty of  this too) 
will send one postcard or 
one email, and wonder 
why they didn’t get the 
sales and conversions they 
expected.

If  this sounds like you, 
you’re leaving lots of  
money on the table.

Write this down: 1 is 
the worst number in 
marketing.

You see, the more times someone sees a relevant 
marketing piece, the more important it becomes to 
them - and the more likely they are to respond.

Hence, we created The Rule of  Three Technique™ 
for the most effective marketing campaign.

Here’s how it works: 

Create One Initial Mailing and Two Follow-
Up Sequences

Have you ever subscribed to a magazine? Did you 
notice as it comes time to renew, they’ll send:

1. Renewal notice 
2. A second notice 
3. A final notice

Often, you’ll receive three emails AND three pieces 
of  direct mail (not one or the other – it’s BOTH).

Magazine subscriptions mail at least three times to 
get the highest response.

The Rule of Three Technique™

By Charles E Gaudet II
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The Rule of  Three Technique applies any 
time you’re driving people to take immediate 
and important ACTION.

…Such as a renewal, registration, or purchase.

Is today the last day to take advantage of  your offer? 
Send a series of  3 reminders (morning, afternoon, 
and evening).   

Looking to register people to a webinar? Send 3 days 
of  reminders.

The first piece of  mailing is your initial offer. The 
“offer” represents the call-to-action (such as a trial or 
offer to purchase) that you want people to take. 

The second follow-up sequence refers to the original 
mailing.

The third sequence reminds the reader of  both the 
first and second mailing. Additionally, you’re making 
the reader aware that this is your third attempt to 
reach out to them - and it will be your final mailing 
reminding them of  the offer. 

It’s a good idea to remind the reader what they 
will miss out on by choosing to ignore your third 
message.

Here’s how it looks if  you were mailing every day:

The timing is not relevant (it could be every 2 days, 
or for direct mail, once a week). The most important 
part is the persistent and consistent follow up. 

The statistics are all over the board in terms of  
response rate, but if  I were to average the results 
of  this type of  sequence – out of  100% of  the total 
responses, you are likely to expect:

First Mailing: 35%
Second Mailing: 20%
Third Mailing: 45%

As you can see, 65% of  the follow up happens on the 
2nd and 3rd messages.

The Rule of  Three is a minimum standard for the 
follow up.  

Sometimes you may have 4, 6, 12, 20… Mail as 
often as you need to generate the maximum response 
possible. However, it can never be less than 3.

Remember: there are reasons and results; the only thing that 
matters are the results.

Track the results of  your first mailing, second 
mailing, and third mailing… Then test additional 
mailings to see the impact of  additional follow up on 
your results. As long as you’re still moving the needle 
(and your recipients welcome your communication), 
keep mailing!

Start with the Rule of  Three, then let the results 
speak for themselves.

This applies whether or not you’re 
doing lead generation, deploying The 
Customer Re-Engagement Strategy™, 
or just trying to get more sales. When 
you have a goal and you’re looking for 
results, never forget that everything happens 
in threes.
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“There is nothing new except what has been forgotten.” 
– Marie Antoinette

It’s long been said that nothing “new” has 
been created since the dawn of  interpersonal 
communication. The only difference is the value you 
bring to your product and service through your own 
unique experiences and explanation.

Yet, to capitalize on the unique value you create, 
consider using The Market-of-One Naming 
Strategy™ to further differentiate yourself. This 
is a core concept we’ve used to drive millions of  
dollars to our clients, and those clients struggling to 
differentiate themselves from the competition.

The Market-of-One Strategy™ takes an 
ordinary process, principle, service, 
or philosophy and uses it to instantly 
differentiate your offer – and makes it more 
valuable, unique, and important.

For example, say you have a simple performance 
supplement.

Use The Market-of-One Strategy™, and now you have 
a diet supplement powered by “The Focus Power 
Complex™.”

Both have similar ingredients, but only one 
supplement contains “The Focus Power Complex.”

…Making it unique, and most importantly, 
increasing the perceived value of  the product.

The Market-of-One works for every business – no 
exceptions.

Ryan Deiss (of  Digital Marketer) is credited with 
coining the term “tripwire” to reference a low-cost 

introductory sales offer. Many business owners 
viewed this as a breakthrough in marketing… But 
the funny thing is… “Tripwires” have been around 
for over a hundred years.

When someone requests a strategy session, it’s 
encouraged that they complete a questionnaire so we 
can provide the most value possible during our time 
together.

By itself, a “questionnaire” doesn’t have much 
perceived value – so we rebranded the questionnaire 
to call it The Profit Profile®. With the new branding, it 
has higher perceived value.

You see, whether you’re an accountant, lawyer, 
exterminator, metal fabricator, photographer, 
manufacturer, retailer, wedding planner, writer, 
coach, funeral director, videographer, SaaS, widget 
manufacturer, or are in the business of  teaching 
parrots how to talk, you have competition…

Even if  you think your product or service isn’t 
“original,” you can make it original with a unique 
name.

To do this, we use the following guidelines:

The (Keyword) (Trigger Word)™

1. Begin with the word “The.” Using “The” makes 
it sound more important and singular (as in, it’s 
the only one).

2. After the word “The,” use a keyword (or 
keywords) that best describe the benefit or 
process in that step. 

3. Follow it with a “trigger word.”

The Market-of-One Naming Strategy™

By Charles E Gaudet II
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Examples of  trigger words: 

4. Finally, add a little ™ at the end of  the word. The use of  
the trademark (TM) symbol puts the competition on notice 
that the business owner considers the name a trademark, 
and should one of  your competitors violate your intellectual 
property, this will provide you with some legal grounds for 
protection. Now, you don’t need to file any paperwork to use 
the TM symbol, and the TM offers less protection than a 
formalized registered trademark… But hey, enough of  my 
legal talk. If  you’re worried about protecting your name, ask 
your lawyer for more info.

…And keep it between 3-4 words (including “The”).

We use The Market-of-One Strategy™ to explain buying 
processes (as we mentioned above), strategies (hence the 
name of  this strategy), philosophies, product development 
phases, service delivery steps, information product modules, 
and anything else that’s important to differentiate from our 
competitors.

Break down your buying process, look at what other processes 
your customer/product/service goes through, and begin to 
brainstorm your own Market-of-One Strategy for your business.

Those of  you who take action will very quickly thank me.

Advantage
Analysis
Approach
Audit
Blueprint
Builder
Coach
Discovery
Edge
Effect
Expander
Experience
Formula
Game Plan

Generator
Launch
Machine
Manager
Matrix
Maximizer
Method
Model
Navigator
Network
Planner
Platform
Process
Profile

Program
Report
Review
Roadmap
Rollout
Snapshot
Solution
Spectrum
Strategy
System
Technique
Template
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How many cold outreach emails have you received 
this month?

It seems what’s old has become new again…

Lots of  people tasked with generating leads are now 
researching potential targets and emailing them out 
of  the blue.

In fact, I’ve been working with several clients on cold 
email campaigns.

Of  course, I’ve been on the receiving end of  several 
too – and I’ve noticed a disturbing trend…

Almost all the emails seem to read the same. 

It’s as if  everyone follows the same template. 

State your name… Explain what you do… Tell what 
makes your product or service so great… And beg 
for a phone call…

This approach just isn’t a reliable way to start a 
relationship or create interest in what you offer. 
You also risk the recipient losing respect for your 
company.

So, let’s go through a few quick tips for doing 
effective email outreach…

First, make your message personal. Your recipients 
should feel like they’re the only ones receiving your 
email. 

Spend the extra time tailoring your message 
with items specific to each person.

Also, keep your emails short. Just get the 
conversation going and leave your recipient craving 
more details.

If  you demonstrate value, people will respond.

Keep in mind, too, that immediately asking to 
schedule a phone call is communication on your 
terms. It’s an immediate giveaway that you want to 
control the conversation (i.e., sell).

One test worth trying is simply ending your emails 
with a question. 

For example:

“Are you in a position to take on new clients right now?” 
“Would you like me to email you a few ideas?” 
“Are you still looking for new franchise opportunities?”

And finally, add in another touchpoint. Small-
scale direct mail campaigns are ideal for reaching 
decision-makers.

Of  course, just a basic letter or postcard won’t do. 
You need to be more strategic. 

Make sure you review the May 2016 issue for several 
ways to get big responses from small direct-mail 
campaigns.

And here’s another thought worth testing…

A recent Northwestern University study that 
examined doctors’ visits with patients revealed 
insight that can affect how prospects perceive 
you during an initial interaction.

The study, published in the Journal of  Participatory 
Medicine, analyzed doctors’ first-time interactions 
with patients suffering from common colds. The 
doctors used paper charts (computerized systems 
were removed so attention could focus on nonverbal 
cues) and spent about 3.5 minutes with each patient.

Following the visits, each patient was asked 
questions to help measure their perception of  their 
doctor’s empathy and likeability, as well as the 
“connectedness” they felt toward their doctor.

How to Increase Response on Your Cold Email Outreach

By Insiders’ Club & Predictable Profits Academy Member, Tom Trush
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Researchers then analyzed the video recordings 
second-by-second, paying close attention to 
nonverbal communication. 

They concluded that while social touch and visit 
length can play a role in a patient’s perception of  
empathy, one factor was the most critical to 
creating open conversation and establishing 
trust…

Eye contact.

This simple action, researchers stressed, can lead 
to patients who return for care, adhere to medical 
advice, and stay with the same providers.

Makes sense, doesn’t it? 

After all, eye contact shows you’re focused and 
paying attention. It also indicates openness in 
communication.

But here’s the problem for us – at least as it 
relates to cold email:

You can’t make eye contact…

Or can you?

I often suggest that my clients (especially those with 
too many prospects who don’t respond/engage after 
an initial inquiry) reply back with a video message. 

Keep in mind, your potential prospects don’t expect 
to see a video… Your face and eye contact… Or a 
personalized message. 

All of  these factors work to your advantage.

As for tools to use, Screencast-O-Matic 
(screencastomatic.com) is one way to record these types 
of  videos fast. With the push of  a button, you can 
record a screencast video for free (while also using 
your webcam) and share a link that plays your 
message.

Loom is another free option that seems to be 
increasing in popularity – useloom.com.

Tom Trush is a Phoenix, Ariz.-based direct-
response copywriter who helps business owners 
craft lead-capturing marketing materials. His 
latest book, Escape the Expected: The 
Secret Psychology of  Selling to Today’s 
Skeptical Consumers, is now available at 
Amazon.com and wherever books are sold, as 
well as at http://www.escapetheexpected.com. 
More of  his educational articles, videos, and 
expert interviews are available on his website at 
http://www.writewaysolutions.com.

Don’t Forget to Log Into Your 
Exclusive Members’ Area for More 

Tips & Resources!

http://members.predictableprofits.com
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ANSWER:

This has been an 
increasingly popular 
question, as automated 
webinars are all the 
rage right now (this is 
typically an indication 
that the trend will 
become saturated and 
performance of  this 
medium will fall - when 
others zig, you zag).

To answer your question: when it comes to webinar 
software, we’ve tested GoToWebinar, Stealth 
Seminar, WebinarJam, and coming soon, Zoom.

We’re constantly testing different platforms to look 
for an edge.

If  you have 1,000 registrants, and the platform you 
select has the potential to boost conversions by just 
1%... That’s 10 more sales. Even at a $500 price 
point, that’s $5,000 more money. Do that every 2 
weeks, and you’re talking $120,000 in extra revenue 
a year.

WebinarJam and Stealth Seminar offer automated 
webinars.

Here’s what you should know about this… 

If  you’re going for the best conversions possible, live 
webinars produce the best results - hands-down.

Look, for the experts who tell you it’s okay to fake it 
and tell people it’s “live” – back in the day, that used 

to work. Today, you ain’t gonna fool anyone (and 
misleading your buyers is a good way to lose their 
trust).

If  you use automated webinars, you’ll experience 
better conversions from Stealth Seminar than from 
WebinarJam.

Why?

If  I had to guess, it’s probably because many 
marketers bastardize WebinarJam with low value 
pitch-fests. From a technology perspective, I 
definitely prefer WebinarJam. However, WebinarJam 
has a certain look and feel that’s consistent across the 
board, so if  someone attends a low value webinar 
(more than once) - even if  you offer the best content 
in the world - they’ll subconsciously associate your 
webinar with their past experience.

It’s a Pavlov’s dog scenario.

Which is why, when everyone is “zigging,” it pays to 
“zag.”

Hope this helps!

In your corner,

Charles E. Gaudet II 
Founder of  PredictableProfits.com

Ask Charlie!

Insiders’ Club Members are encouraged to click on the “Ask Charlie!” button inside of  their Members’ Area to hit him 
with your biggest challenges, frustrations, or business building questions… And who knows, your question might be 

answered right here in the very next newsletter!

QUESTION: “Charlie, what’s the best automated webinar software you’ve used?”
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THIS MONTH’S ACTION STEPS FOR DOMINATING YOUR MARKET

BUSINESS ACCELERATORS

1 2 3 4
BIG PICTURE
What’s actually 
driving you? A 
“why” (beyond 
money) is often 
a differentiating 

factor of  success…
(PAGE 1) 

GOOD, 
BETTER, BEST

The “Rule of  Threes” 
indicates that our 
minds like things 

in groups of  three, 
including options to 
buy. How can you 
segment your offer 
into three options?

(PAGE 3)

1 IS THE 
WORST

In marketing, the 
number 1 is simply a 

BAD MOVE. Lack of  
follow up (sending only 
1 message) often means 
leaving money on the 
table. Communicate 

more than once!
(PAGE 3)

GIVE IT
A NAME

You can massively 
differentiate your 
offer by giving it a 
unique, powerful 

name. Choose wisely, 
and use a compelling 

name to connect 
with prospects.

(PAGE 5)

7
GET 

PERSONAL
Customized 

messages resonate 
so much more than 
mass, impersonal 
emails or mailers. 
Take the time to 

send personalized 
messages!
(PAGE 7)

8
WHEN THEY 

ZIG, YOU ZAG
Take a big picture view 
of  marketing trends… 

If  it seems like the 
hottest thing, that 
means it’s about to 

break. Know the value 
your prospects perceive 
and do the smart thing.

(PAGE 9)

6
TRIGGER 
WORDS

Names can also 
inspire action. By 
including certain 

“triggering” words, 
you can show increase 

the perceived value 
of  your offer.

(PAGE 6)

5
THE ONE 

AND ONLY
Including the word 
“The” in the name 
of  your product sets 
it apart as the only 

one of  its kind. This 
simple differentiation 
can have huge results.

(PAGE 5)

Insiders are proud to support:
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Coming Soon: Predictable Traffic – the 
ultimate program for small business owners 
looking for a winning strategy to market their 
business online. Membership is limited, email 
Zach@predictableprofits.com for details.

Members Only Announcements MARCH

March 1st - National Black Women in Jazz and the 
Arts Day

March 4th - Iditarod

March 8th - International Women’s Day

March 11th - International Fanny Pack Day

March 14th - Organize Your Home Office Day

March 18th - Play the Recorder Day

March 21st - National Renewable Energy Day

March 25th - National Tolkien Reading Day

March 29th - Manatee Appreciation Day

1st - 7th - National Ghostwriters Week

5th - 11th - Return of  the Borrowed Books Week

8th - 10th - American Nurses Association Week

12th - 18th - Girl Scout Week

19th - 25th - National Fix a Leak Week

24th - 26th - American Crossword Puzzles Week

International Expect Success Month

Music In Our Schools Month

National Craft Month

National Women’s History Month

Optimism Month

Supply Management Month

WEEKLY OBSERVANCES

MONTHLY OBSERVANCES

March gives you many “reason why” holidays for 
creating a number of  different marketing campaigns – 
there’s always a reason to reach out to your customers!

Good reasons beget good profits. Check March’s 
calendar posted inside of  the Insiders’ Club Members’ 
Area online.

• Don’t forget to log into the Insiders’ Club Exclusive 
Members’ Area for more business growing tips and 
information! If  you have not received your username and 
password, please email Charlie’s assistant Mike (mike@
predictableprofits.com), and he’ll get that out to you as 
quickly as possible. This is a WIP (work in progress), and 
we’ll constantly be adding more material to massively 
increase the value of  your membership.

Million Dollar Roundtable: Invitation Only. 
Must demonstrate proficiency in the Predictable Profits 
Methodology and have an annual income of  $1,000,000 
or more.

Platinum Business Coaching: Application Only. 
Receive an individualized, custom session dedicated 
towards understanding and creating actionable strategies 
to grow your business and dominate your marketplace.

  *NEW* Predictable Profits Academy     
A comprehensive and advanced training program for 
entrepreneurs and marketing leaders looking to create 
ever-increasing, predictable profits in their business. 
Contact Zach@PredictableProfits.com for details. 

Insiders’ Club V.I.P. Member Benefits:
• Monthly Insiders’ Club Newsletter
• Quarterly Group Presentation
• Restricted Access Website
• Exclusive Members’ Only Blog
• PLUS MORE!

Ways to Maximize Your 
Predictable Profits Experience
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